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Funny Farm

Adapted from the original text. Funny Farm by Mark Teague. Orchard Books.
Adapted from the original text, Funny Farm by Mark Teague, Orchard Books.
Cousin Judy, Uncle Earl, and Aunt Josephine meet Edward at the train station.
It is Edward’s first visit to Hawthorne Farm
The animals wake up early in the morning.
Uncle Earl shows Edward how to milk the cow
Judy helps Edward feed the pigs.
Edward gets eggs from the barn
Edward helps make maple syrup in the woods.
Uncle Earl mows the grass.
Edward digs a hole in the garden.
It’s raining, Edward is inside the house.
Judy shows Edward how to knit.
Edward and Judy go outside to feed the sheep.
Edward paints the barn
Edward is very hungry at dinner.
Edward and Judy dance in the barn.
It is bedtime at Hawthorne Farm.